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A B S T R A C T

Chemical Looping reactions have the advantage of producing useful chemicals, with minimal energy penalty
while achieving Carbon Capture Sequestration (CCS). We present the results of Plasma Catalytic (PC) CH4 re-
forming reduction step coupled with PC water splitting oxidation step to produce hydrogen. We use CH4+CO2

flow reduction step with nano-powder, 50:50 mass ratio of La0.9Ce0.1NiO3 perovskite with CeO2 solid mixture as
catalyst with Oxygen Carrier (OC) combination. The material is oxidized with H2O+Ar during the oxidation step
leading to H2 production by water splitting. The primary goal is to study the plasma-assisted reforming and
water splitting, with the purpose of achieving reactions at low temperatures (150–400 °C). Water splitting H2

production (24–30 μmole/g total) and CH4 reforming (14–43 % conversion) were observed in the temperature
range of 150–400 °C, while no such reactions were observed without plasma in this low temperature range, with
just the oxygen carrier nano-materials. Substantial enhancements were also observed at higher temperatures.

1. Introduction

The continuous rise of CO2 emission and its accumulation in the
atmosphere are among the main reasons for global warming. The pre-
sent atmospheric concentration of CO2 is already approaching 400 ppm
[1]. Therefore, extensive research efforts are under way to decrease CO2

emission by various means such as Chemical-looping (CL) which is a
promising method to achieve Carbon Capture Sequestration (CCS). CL
is a novel and promising technology [2,3] for several applications in-
cluding oxy-combustion for CCS, H2 production [4], methane reforming
[4] and CO2 reuse [5–9]. One of the primary issues in conventional
post-combustion CCS is the energy penalty involved in separating CO2

from N2 containing exhaust in the power plants. CL addresses this issue
by using an Oxygen Carrier (OC) material (such as metal oxide-MexOy

in Fig. 1) and cycling it through periodic oxidation and reduction steps
instead of supplying oxygen directly from air. The exhaust gas contains
only CO2 and H2O. This makes it easy to separate CO2 for CCS. The
energy penalty is lesser than post-combustion separation of CO2. Che-
mical Looping Reforming (CLR) with Water Splitting (CLRWS), studied
here, enables CO2 utilization with CH4 to produce useful products such
as CO and H2, as shown in Fig. 1 during the reduction step, and can
produce H2 by H2O splitting during the oxidation step.

Hydrogen is generally produced by traditional Steam Methane
Reforming (SMR) which involves multiple steps with high capital in-
vestment. The components involved are supply of natural gas feedstock,
catalyst and steam, pre-reformer, a steam reformer, heat exchanger
units, shift reactors, and a pressure swing adsorption unit. Achieving
CCS needs additional equipment leading to higher cost of H2 generation
(22% increase) and incomplete CO2 capture [4,10].

CL has the advantages of achieving CCS with minimal energy pen-
alty and lesser capital investments as discussed by Luo et al. [4] on
hydrogen production using CL technology. No external heating is re-
quired leading to lesser CO2 emissions and improved efficiency. Less
steam and catalysts are required, there is less concern with respect to
sulfur contaminants, and there is no thermal NOx formation. It can have
much higher (by 6% points [11]) effective thermal and carbon capture
efficiency compared to SMR. In recent years DOE (Department of En-
ergy-USA) has invested heavily in CL research [12–14].

In CL the reaction process is decomposed into two “redox” steps
(Fig. 1) -reduction and oxidation. The redox reactions take place in two
separate chambers. During the reduction step, a mixture of CO2 and
CH4 is flowed over a metal oxide (MexOy) in a fuel reactor to generate
CO, H2, CO2, and H2O, reducing the metal oxide (to MexOy-1). During
the oxidation step, water vapor is flowed over the “reduced” metal
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oxide (MexOy-1) to reoxidize it while producing pure H2. The metal
oxide (MexOy) acts as an Oxygen Carrier (OC) from the oxidation step to
the reduction step. The OC material can be a metal (eg. Fe, Cu, Ni, Co)
[15] or their oxides, oxides such as CeO2 [5] or a perovskite [16]. Our
current studies need OC material suitable for both reforming (a cata-
lyst) and water splitting. OCs such as Fe3O4, Cu produce mostly com-
plete CH4 combustion products (CO2+H2O). OCs such as Ni, CeO2 are
known to favor syngas (CO+H2) production.

One of the most commonly studied OCs for CH4 reforming is nickel
[15,17–22]. Coke formation and agglomeration are primary concerns
with Ni-based OC. Expensive noble metals like Pt [23,24] and Ru
[25,26] show higher catalytic activity and less coke formation for dry
reforming of methane. CeO2 is known to reduce carbon deposition due
to the lattice oxygen ion which helps in oxidizing deposited carbon
[27]. However, the catalysts and OC materials are still limited by low
reactivity below 850 °C.

Currently, there are several CL reactors used both commercially and
on lab test scale (see reviews [3,4]). There have been several studies
(e.g [8,28–30]) to implement CL for solar to chemical production. One
example is the thermochemical CL [30] where, reduction step involves
heating the reactor to high temperatures (1200–1800 ℃), while the
water splitting oxidation step is at lower temperatures (800–1000 ℃).
The high reduction step temperatures leads to inefficient use of high
quality energy and exergy destruction [31], and there have been efforts
[29,30] to reduce the peak operation temperatures.

The reduction in operation temperature with plasma-catalysis has
several cost and efficiency advantages in reactor design [32], lower
entropy generation, reduced heat losses, reactor lifespan, reduced cat-
alyst deactivation, and lesser water vapor heating requirements etc. It
also opens the opportunities for using low cost solar energy reactors,
wind energy, and waste heat. We think that the plasma catalysis is
particularly suited for small scale applications such as in the case of
solar ceria foam reactor [33] or Rotary Bed Reactor [34].

In a variation of thermochemical CL cycle, fuel such as CH4 can be
used to reduce the OC instead of heating it to high temperatures, while
producing useful chemicals such as syngas as already explained. In state
of the art CL experiments with fuel reduction step, Zhao et al. [3]
studied isothermal furnace redox cycles using CeO2 as OC/catalyst
material. Fuel was used for reducing the OC during the reduction step at
reactor temperatures in the range of 750–1000 ℃. They found two
orders of magnitude higher production rate of H2 (100–300 μmole/g/s)
by water splitting in the oxidation step, compared to thermochemical
looping [35].

It has been found that CeO2 produced higher water splitting rates in
CL compared to most other materials found in the literature [3]. A
review of other materials used for isothermal CL can be found in [3,5].
More recently, Ruan et al. [29] obtained similar water splitting en-
hancements as Zhao et al. [3] using Ni promoted ceria–titanium oxide
(CeO2–TiO2) CL material, achieving almost complete CH4 reforming in
the reduction step at 900 ℃. However, there have been continued ef-
forts to reduce operation temperatures of the CL cycles. More recently,
plasma-catalysis (PC) has been studied to achieve low temperature

operation of CL cycles by taking combined advantages of reaction rate
enhancing abilities of both catalysts and non-equilibrium plasma dis-
charge [36], acting synergistically [37–39].

PC has been found to enhance plasma combustion [36,40] and
heterogeneous reactions [37,39,41–44] at low temperatures. White-
head et al. [45], demonstrated the experimental PC synergy in the
destruction of toluene, considered as an example of atmospheric pol-
lutant, achieving higher energy efficiency over just catalytic or plasma
process. They also found an energy saving of ˜34% using the plasma-
catalyst combination. Other promising results of PC synergy have been
summarized in several reviews [37,39,41–44]. The results show endless
possibilities when the radicals, ions, electrons, vibrationally, rotation-
ally and electronically excited species produced in a non-equilibrium
low temperature plasma are combined with the advantages of nano-
catalysts. More recently, Mehta et al. [37] showed the possible ad-
vantages of N2 vibrational excitation in PC synthesis of NH3 through
DFT calculations.

Non-equilibrium plasma is characterized by large differences be-
tween the electron temperature of a plasma (usually> 40,000 K) and
the neutral gas temperature, which is usually close to the furnace
temperature [46]. The current flow through the non-equilibrium
plasma is also much lesser (˜mA) compared to equilibrium arc dis-
charges (˜A), where the electron and neutral/ion temperatures are very
close to each other. Therefore, the power requirements of non-equili-
brium plasma are much less while abundant concentrations of highly
reactive radicals/species are generated by electron impact on mole-
cules.

The goal of this study is to achieve simultaneous CLR (reduction
step) and water splitting (oxidation step) at much lower temperatures
(150–500 °C), which could enable the development of efficient reactors
using renewable energy sources. We adopt PC to achieve the afore-
mentioned goal using nano-powder 50:50 mass ratio of La0.9Ce0.1NiO3

and CeO2 solid mixture as catalyst and OC combination. The
La0.9Ce0.1NiO3 has been found to be a very good CH4 reforming catalyst
[47] while CeO2 is known for high lattice and surface oxygen ion mo-
bility [48,49] leading to faster reaction rates and lesser carbon de-
position. CeO2 also has a very good oxygen carrying capacity (oxygen
storage and fast release capacity). Since Ni based perovskite has been
demonstrated as a very good reforming catalyst in literature [47], we
combined it with ceria which is known to have high Oxygen Storage
Capacity (OSC), to take advantages of both materials for the chemical
looping reforming (reduction step) coupled with water splitting oxi-
dation step. It is possible that both perovskite and ceria are oxygen
carriers in our experiment. Here, for the first time, we present experi-
mental results of PC- CL reactions with water splitting oxidation step
coupled with CH4/CO2 reforming. We placed the CL material directly in
the non-equilibrium plasma and gas flow, to realize maximum PC sy-
nergy effects.

Although not much is known, possible surface synergistic plasma-
catalysis reaction mechanisms are shown in Fig. 2. Plasma also provides
a platform to study radical specific surface chemistry by producing
abundant radicals and electronically/vibrationally excited species. The
gas phase CH4 combustion generally proceeds by H abstraction reac-
tions by attack of O, OH, O2 radicals [50]. The intermediate products of
CH4 combustion include species such as CHx (x=1–3), CH3O, CH2O,
HCO, and COOH. Since plasma can dissociate CH4, by electron impact,
into radicals such as CHx (x=1–3) and H and can also dissociate CO2 to
CO and O, the gas phase reactions are enhanced at low temperatures
[36,51]. Additionally these plasma generated radicals and vibrationally
excited species can readily adsorb [52,53] on the CL material, per-
ovskite-ceria interface and react with lattice oxygen ions. Therefore a
complex gas phase coupled heterogeneous reaction chemistry is ex-
pected during the reduction step. All surface reaction mechanisms
Mars-van Krevelen (MvK), Eley-Rideal (ER) and Langmuir Hinshelwood
(LH) mechanisms are expected to be dominant and coupled in a com-
plex manner. Strong Metal Support Interaction (SMSI) [54] between

Fig. 1. Chemical Looping Reforming (CLR) process with water splitting
(CLRWS). (Color lines are seen in online version only). CLR enables usage of
CO2 for dry reforming with CH4.
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ceria support and perovskite can play an important role in the surface
chemistry of both reduction and oxidation step, and reduce carbon
deposition by reacting with it to produce CO. During the water splitting
step, plasma dissociates H2O into OH, O and H radicals providing a
higher than normal O2 fugacity [55], or P(O2), over the CL material,
leading to its more complete oxidation. The H radicals can combine to
H2 after losing the O atom to the CL material.

2. Experimental

2.1. Catalyst preparation and structural characterization

The nickel based perovskite catalyst (La0.9Ce0.1NiO3) was prepared
in a three step sol-gel [56–58] process. Ni(NO3)2⋅6H2O (99.9985%, Alfa
Aesar), La(NO3)3⋅6H2O (99.90%, Alfa Aesar), and Ce(NO3)3⋅6H2O
(99.50%, Alfa Aesar) were used to prepare nitrate precursor solutions.
The nitrate salts of the perovskite catalyst are mixed together in the
proper ratios with distilled water to create an aqueous solution. Citric
acid (99.0%, Alfa Aesar) and ethylene glycol (> 99.5%, TCI) are also
added into the solution as complexing agents. The solution in a glass
beaker was placed on a heated hotplate and with a magnetic stirrer,
until all the water was evaporated. The dry precipitate was then hand
ground using agate mortar and pestle and calcined at a temperature of
300 ℃ for 5 h in the box furnace. The perovskite powder was then re-
moved and hand ground using agate mortar and pestle, after which it
was calcined for a second cycle at 600 ℃ for 3 h. After the preparation
of La0.9Ce0.1NiO3 perovskite powder (50 nm), it was then combined
with 100 nm size CeO2 powder (99.99%, Alfa Aesar Reacton) in a 50:50
mass ratio. This mixture was then sintered at 1000 ℃ for 30min and
was hand ground for 10min using agate mortar and pestle. A total mass
of 200mg was used in all the CL experiments.

The X-ray Diffraction (XRD) structural analysis of the as-prepared
powder (La0.9 Ce0.1 NiO3 + CeO2 (LCN91Ce)) and the powders after
high temperature and plasma treatments was executed in a Philips
X’Pert MPD diffractometer. The diffraction patterns were recorded
using Cu Kα source (λ=0.154 nm) in the range of 2θ between 10° and
90° with a step size of 0.05°/min. The particle size and elemental
mapping of the powders were characterized by scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM; JEOL 7000 FE) coupled with an Energy Dispersive X-
ray Spectrometer (EDS). N2 physisorption at ∼77 K (liquid nitrogen
temperature) was used to determine the single point BET surface area of
the sample in a Micromeritics AutoChem II 2920 chemisorption ana-
lyzer. The CL materials were characterized by SEM/XRD before and

after redox reactions.

2.2. Reactor setup

The CL test station consists of four parts – a gas delivery system, a
central quartz reactor tube, experimental control section, and a flue gas
analysis system. The design is based on that of Tianjiao Chen [58],
modified for plasma discharge. The system layout and details of the
reactor are shown in Fig. 3. The gas delivery system consists of four
Brooks GF040 Multiflo thermal mass flow controllers (MFC), with< 1 s
response times, which are controlled by a computer interface with a NI
card. The NI card is controlled using a home written MATLAB GUI code.
Gases with purity> 99.99% from Airgas, such as Ar, CH4, CO2, O2 flow
through these MFCs. A mixture of CH4 and CO2 was flowed during the
reduction step. Pure Ar was flowed during the purging step. The water
splitting oxidation step involves H2O vapor and Ar mixture flow. Liquid
water can be injected into the heated Ar flow line, using an automated
syringe pump from New Era Pump Systems, which vaporizes as it enters
the reactor for the oxidation step. Automated solenoid valves control
the flow directions and redox phases.

The reactor consists of two concentric quartz tubes, which are
placed inside an ATS 3210 split tube furnace. The furnace can heat up
to 1100 ℃ and provides an isothermal environment. As shown in Fig. 3,
three thermocouples are used to measure the temperature before and
after experiments with plasma. The reactive gases are flowed into the

Fig. 2. Schematic of possible plasma-catalysis heterogeneous reaction me-
chanisms. Red lines show plasma generation of species, blue lines show for-
mation of gas phase and adsorption ready species, black lines show adsorption
interaction, surface reactions and oxygen ion diffusion.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the CL test station setup. A bottom view picture of the
plasma is shown on the left. TTL- Transistor to transistor logic, MS- Mass
Spectrometer, TC1, TC2, TC3- Thermocouple, TC- Temperature Controller,
PVM-DDR- Plasma Driver Brand used and DAQ- Data Acquisition system
(Colors seen in the online version only, figure to be in single column).
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inner tube first which exits at the open end inside the outer tube, re-
verses direction and flows out to the exhaust. The inner quartz tube is of
¼” outer diameter (OD) with an expansion section of 3/8” inner dia-
meter (ID) and 2” length. The reactive CL material, dispersed in quartz
wool, is placed inside the expansion section of the inner quartz tube,
directly in the plasma as will be explained below. The outside tube is of
1” OD and closed at one end.

A tiny capillary quartz probe (0.80mm OD, 0.53mm ID), is used to
sample the gases and measure time resolved species at the probe end
location, at the exit of the inlet tube expansion section where the CL
material is placed in plasma. To analyze the gas composition a quad-
rupole mass spectrometer (QMS, model: MAX300-EGA from Extrel,
300ms, 1-250 amu detectability), is used. The QMS is calibrated by
flowing known mixture of gases. Signals at m/e=40, 44, 32, 2, 15, 18,
28 are used to measure Ar, CO2, O2, H2, CH4, H2O, and CO. CO2 in-
terferes with CO signals at 28 and its signals at 14 and 44 are used to
correct the signals at 28 for CO. This is done by measuring fragmen-
tation of CO2 in the calibration process. The QMS calibration showed
measurements to be accurate within±0.5%. All gases (H2O, CO2, CO,
H2, CH4, Ar, O2) were flowed simultaneously for calibration. The cali-
bration was done at the beginning of the experiments. Calibration was
tested every measurement before experiments, and if required, cali-
bration was done again. We did not need re-calibration throughout
these experiments completed within a week.

The flow conditions affecting gas residence time and the QMS sen-
sitivity measurements were studied before the experiments. More de-
tails of similar analysis can be found in [3,5]. With increasing gas flow
velocity, the gas residence time in the CL region decreases while the
QMS sensitivity to species measurements decreased due to large dilu-
tion of H2 by the balance gas, Ar in our case. A lower flow rate increases
gas residence time and makes it comparable to reaction time constants
(5–10 s) seen in our experiments. Therefore an optimum total volume
flow rate of 350 sccm was chosen for our experiments. With this flow
condition, the gas residence time at the CL material region is< 0.5 s.
This is calculated by dividing the CL region volume by the gas volume
flow rate at the reactor temperature. This enables quasi-steady ap-
proximations [50] for Plug Flow Reactor (PFR) heterogeneous reaction
numerical modeling purposes, which will be the focus of our future
studies.

The plasma generation setup contains two coaxial electrodes: one at
the center of the inner inlet tube inside a 0.063 ID ceramic tube and the
other on the outside of the expansion section of the inner inlet tube,
giving rise to Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) which produces non-
equilibrium plasma. One of the electrodes is connected to the
20–70 kHz discharge PVM/DDR plasma driver power supply (from
Amazing1.com) while the other electrode connected via a 1 nF capa-
citor (Cp) to the driver. The voltages are measured using two High
Voltage Probes (HVPs) connected to the wires connecting the electrode
to the plasma driver. The voltages on the HVPs are measured on an
oscilloscope and processed to draw Lissajous curves to find the plasma
power input by the method of Marcin Holub [59]. Fig. S1 (Supple-
mentary file) shows the typical Lissajous curve obtained during the
oxidation step. Here, the discharge voltage is plotted against the ca-
pacitor voltage. The power is calculated using a variation of Manley’s
approach using the formula:

∮ ∮= = =P f E f U dQ
dt

dt f C U t dU. . . ( )T P p (1)

Here Cp is an additional capacitor used for measurement whose value is
1 nF in our experiments. U(t) is the discharge voltage, Up is the capa-
citor voltage, and f is the frequency of plasma discharge which is
20 kHz. The area in the loops of Fig. S1 is proportional to the plasma
power supply. The measured average power during the redox cycles
was in the range of 2–6W for all temperatures. Plasma power tempo-
rally varied during both the reduction and oxidation steps including the
flow transition regime, and was different for different gas flows,

depending on the gas breakdown voltages [46]. However it was within
2–6W. These measurements compare well with that of Yabe et al. [60]
who obtained about 2.1–3.7W for various metal doped Ni/M-ZrO2

experiments. Most of the plasma power input is used to heat up the
electric cables, electrodes etc., and less than 1% of the power supply is
used in forming the plasma radicals and species [61]. Theoretically
[61], up to 25% of the electric discharge power could be used in gas
heating. A rough calculation for 350 sccm air flow, shows an increase in
average gas temperature by 125 K. Nozaki et al. [61] experimentally
found that less than 15% of electric discharge power was used for gas
heating, and the average gas temperature increased by only 20–30 K for
a plasma power supply similar to ours. The plasma is kept on during the
continuous chemical looping experiments while furnace temperature is
maintained at a constant level.

The measured concentrations of species are plotted as a function of
time and used to study the reactions. The total flow rate of gases was
maintained at 350 sccm (Standard Cubic Centimeter/min) during the
redox cycles. The average velocity of the gas is ˜6.48 cm/s at 298 K at
the CL region. The flow during the reduction step is a mixture of CH4

(100 sccm or 28.6 vol.%) and CO2 (250 sccm or 71.4 vol.%). Ar
(350 sccm) is used as purge gas. The flow during the oxidation step
consists of argon and water vapor (2–10% H2O with Ar). All experi-
ments were conducted at 1 atm pressure, and in the temperature range
of 150–1000 °C.

A single periodic CL cycle consists of a reduction step for 3min
followed by a purge step for 3min and then an oxidation step for 1min
followed by a purge step for 3min. Four different sets of experiments
were conducted: (1) no CL material, no plasma; (2) no CL material, with
plasma; (3) with CL material and no plasma; (4) with CL material and
plasma. Experiments without plasma (case 3) were conducted by de-
creasing the reactor temperature from 1000 °C to 150 °C. Experiments
with plasma and CL material (case 4) were conducted by first increasing
the temperature (ramp up), and then, while decreasing the temperature
(ramp down) in the same temperature range, to study the change in PC
material behavior due to extreme temperature cycling. The furnace
temperature was maintained constant for each redox cycle experiment.

2.3. Gas conversion analysis

To compare the performance with and without plasma during the
reduction steps, the most important parameters are to quantify gaseous
species conversion, selectivity, and yield [62]. The gas conversion (Eqs.
(2) and (3)) is the ratio of the total amount of reactant consumed to the
total amount of input reactant. The number of moles of reactant con-
sumed is obtained by subtracting the number of moles of reactant
measured from the number of moles of reactant input. The selectivity
(Eqs. (4) and (5)) is defined as the ratio of desired product produced to
the ratio of total reactant consumed. The yield of a reaction (Eqs. (6)
and (7)) is defined as the ratio of the desired product produced to the
total amount of reactant used. These terms are useful in identifying the
consumption of the reactant, formation of the desired product and the
selectivity towards a desired product. Carbon balance (Eq. (8)) is used
to check for conservation in carbon atoms. The carbon deposition
during reduction step is seen as CO2 evolution during the oxidation step
and is included in Eq. (8) for carbon balance analysis.

= ⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

CH Conversion (X ) Moles of CH consumed
Moles of CH input

X 100 (%)4 CH
4

4
4

(2)

= ⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

CO Conversion (X ) Moles of CO consumed
Moles of CO input

X 100 (%)2 CO
2

2
2

(3)
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= ⎡
⎣⎢ +

⎤
⎦⎥

COSelectivity (S )
Moles of CO formed

Moles of CH consumed Moles of CO consumed
X 100 (%)

CO

4 2

(4)

= ⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

H Selectivity (S ) Moles ofH formed
2XMoles of CH consumed

X 100 (%)2 H
2

4
2 (5)

= ⎡
⎣⎢ +

⎤
⎦⎥

COYield (Y ) Moles of CO formed
Moles of CH input Moles of CO input

X 100 (%)CO
4 2

(6)

= ⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

H Yield (Y ) Moles ofH formed
2XMoles of CH input

X 100 (%)2 H
2

4
2

(7)

=

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

+
+

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

Sum of Moles of CO and formed
Moles of formed oxidation step

CarbonBalance
, CO CH (reduction)
CO ( )

Moles of CH input Moles of CO input
X 100 (%)

2 4

2

4 2

(8)

The total production or consumption of a species in a particular step
in a redox cycle is calculated by time integrating the flow rate over the
step time. For example, the total integrated H2 produced (moles/g)
during a reduction step required in Eq. (5) is calculated using

∫ ∫
= =

+( )
n

n dt
m

x t n dt

m
˙ ( ( ) * ˙ )

H

t
H

cat

t
H

PV
RT H O

cat
2

0 2 0 2
˙

2

(9)

where, ṅH2 is the molar flow rate of H2 in moles/s, +PV RT n( ˙ / ˙ )H O2 is
the total molar flow rate of gases into the reactor, x t( )H2 is the temporal
H2 mole fraction measured by the QMS, V̇ is the volumetric flow rate of
the inflow gases measured by the MFCs at atmospheric pressure, P
(101325 Pa), and temperature, T (298 K), and mcat is the mass of the
catalyst used for the experiment. R is the universal gas constant
(8.314 kJ/kmole/K). Ideal gas assumptions have been made in Eq. (9).
ṅH O2 is the molar flow rate of water injected into the reactor. This can
be found from the volume flow rate (syringe pump) and density of
water at room temperature.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Reforming tests of the CL material

To begin with, the effectiveness of the CL material (La0.9 Ce0.1 NiO3

perovskite+CeO2) for CH4 reforming was tested, by flowing CH4

(100 sccm)+CO2 (250 sccm) mixture over three different materials of
same total mass (200mg) without plasma: (1) 100% CeO2; (2) 100%
La0.9 Ce0.1 NiO3; (3) 50:50 mass ratio La0.9 Ce0.1 NiO3

perovskite+CeO2. The exhaust gases were analyzed using QMS. For
these reforming measurements, the gases (CH4+CO2) were flown for a
longer time (˜10min) for the reforming to reach a steady state when all
the oxygen from OC was consumed, and the CL material was reduced to
a maximum extent at the reactor flow conditions. The lattice oxygen
ions do not get consumed after reaching a steady state, but may play a
role in the heterogeneous chemistry. Our purpose was only to test the
dry reforming performance of perovskite/CeO2 blend. The final steady
state species percentage of H2 in the exhaust flow is shown in Fig. 4 in
the temperature range of 550–1000 °C. Fig. S2 shows the percentage CO
and CH4 in the exhaust flow, during CH4 reforming in the temperature
range of 550–1000 °C.

It is found that the reforming capacity of case 3 (perovskite+ CeO2)
is not much different from case 2 (100% perovskite) while there is
negligible reforming for case 1 (pure CeO2). This shows catalytic re-
forming synergy between the perovskite and CeO2 possibly due to the

shared high oxygen ion mobility characteristics and synergistic inter-
face transfer chemistry, while achieving the higher oxygen carrying
capacity with CeO2 content in the mixture required for CL. CeO2 can
release lattice oxygen under oxygen lean conditions and store oxygen
under oxygen rich conditions, mainly accommodated by a reversible
valence change of cerium ions (Ce4+ + e− ↔ Ce3+ or O2− + 2Ce4+ ↔
2Ce3+ + 1/2O2(g)) with formation or elimination of oxygen vacancies.
Therefore, case 3 material (perovskite+CeO2) has been used for all
CLRWS experiments that follow.

3.2. CLR with water splitting experiments-reduction step

Fig. 5 shows a typical redox cycle experimental data obtained at
1000 °C, measured using the Extrel QMS. Gases such as CO2, CH4, CO,
H2 and H2O were detected during the reduction step. Gases such as H2

and CO2 were found during the oxidation step. A small spike of CO2 was
observed during the oxidation step the concentration of which in-
creased with temperature. This spike is the result of carbon deposition
during the reduction step. The measured temporal species profile can be
time integrated to obtain the total species flowing in a step. For ex-
ample, the H2 profile can be integrated (similar to Eq. (8), shaded area
in Fig. 5) to obtain the total moles of H2 produced during the reduction
step by CH4 reforming. These integrated values were used for various
types of analysis presented in Section 2.3.

We conducted three different experiments with CL material (a) CL

Fig. 4. % H2 produced in the flow during steady state CH4-CO2 reforming.
(Figure to be in one column).

Fig. 5. Measured time resolved species mole fraction after flow over the CL
material during a reduction/oxidation (redox) steps, at 1000 °C, 1 atm pressure.
Reduction step: 3min, Oxidation step: 1 min, and purge step: 3min (Figure to
be in one column).
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material is tested without plasma at different temperatures (indicated
as CL in the figures); (b) CL material is tested with plasma at different
temperatures with furnace temperature increased stepwise from 150 to
1000 °C (indicated as P+CL_T_up in the figures); (c) CL material is
tested with plasma at different temperatures with furnace temperature
reduced stepwise from 1000 to 150 °C (indicated as P+CL_T_down in
the figures). The temporal molar flow rate of CO and H2 at different
temperatures with case (a), (b) and (c) is compared in Fig. S3. The
integrated number of moles of various species such as CO and H2

evolved during the reduction step at different temperatures are plotted
in Fig. S4. Fig. 6 shows the integrated conversion of CH4 and CO2 and
integrated yield of CO and H2 by reforming for various temperatures.
The moles of CH4 and CO2 indicated in Fig. S5 shows the integrated
moles of CH4 and CO2 measured in the exhaust after consumption
during reduction step vs. temperature. With the increase in tempera-
ture, the conversion increases resulting in less CH4 and CO2 measured
in the exhaust as shown in Fig. S5. Fig. S6 shows the selectivity towards
CO, H2 formation vs. temperature by reforming.

The thermodynamic equilibrium calculation for the reactant mix-
ture of CH4=28.5% and CO2=71.5% was done using CANTERA
MATLAB [63] Equilibrium code and GRI mechanism [64] for the
temperature range 100–1000 °C. The equilibrium concentrations of
species such as CH4, CO2, CO, H2O and H2 are plotted vs. temperature
in Fig. S7. Below ˜ 400 °C, there is no formation of CO, H2, and H2O.
Therefore, plasma enhances the low temperature reaction in our case.
Experiments with ‘only plasma’ and ‘no CL material and no plasma’
showed insignificant reforming (< 1%) for temperatures below 900 °C,
so results for these cases are not included in Fig. 6. At low temperatures
(< 400 °C), yields are observed with case (b) when compared with case
(a).

Increase in yields and conversions are observed with the increase in
temperature for all three cases (Fig. 6). No reforming is observed in the
temperature range 150–400 °C for case (a) and (c). However, there is a
higher yield (62% enhancement at 600 °C) with plasma in case (c)
compared to case (a) with no plasma. All three cases (Fig. 6) showed a
CH4 conversion of ˜ 100% at 1000 °C and a CO2 conversion of ˜ 50% at
1000 °C. With temperature increasing up case (b), at 600 °C, the H2

yield is ˜7.5 times and the CO yield is ˜4.6 times that of case (a) with no
plasma. The rate of increase in yield is higher from 150 to 600 °C for the
case (b). CH4 and CO2 conversion of 14.7% and 5.78% respectively, is
observed, at 150 °C with PC for the case (b). The decrease in yield for
case (c) after cycling the CL material at 1000 °C can be assigned to the
change in material structure, which will be discussed in Section 3.4.
These PC results show substantial advantages for reactor construction
and efficiency. For example, to achieve the same H2 yields as at 500 °C
with PC (case (b)), the reactor needs to be heated to 800 °C for the case
without plasma (case (a)). Negligible change in CL material structure is
expected below ˜500 °C, leading to a more durable reactor.

In steady state PC reforming experiments, Yabe et al. [60] used Ni/
La-ZrO2, at 150 °C reactor temperature. With 3.7W of applied power
they reported 22.8% conversion of CH4 and 24.8% conversion of CO2 at
an input flow rate of 100 sccm. These values are comparable to our CH4

conversion values of ˜15% at 150 °C and 350 sccm flow rates. PC
Chemical looping combustion was performed by Zheng et al. [65],
using a NiO/Fe2O3 catalyst at 400 °C. During the reduction step, a
combination of CH4 and Ar was flowed. Air was used for the oxidation
step. A CH4 conversion of 39% was achieved at 400 °C. These values are
comparable to CH4 reforming conversion of ˜ 43% in our case.

Carbon inflow into the reactor is in the form of CH4 and CO2, while
carbon outflow is in the form of CH4, CO, CO2. The difference between

Fig. 6. (a) CH4 Conversion & ECE (Energy Conversion Efficiency), (b) CO2 Conversion, (c) CO Yield and (d) H2 Yield at various temperatures, during reduction step.
P: Plasma, CL: Chemical Looping material (Figure to be in two columns).
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time integrated carbon inflow and carbon outflow for one complete
cycle (Eq. (7)) is shown in Fig. 7 for different temperatures. For ex-
periments without plasma the carbon deficit is< 7% for tempera-
tures< 700 °C, which then increases to ˜ 20% at 1000 °C. For the PC
case (increasing temperature experiments case), the carbon deficit
gradually increased from 5% at 150 °C to ˜24% at 1000 °C. Khoja et al.
[62] also found similar carbon imbalance with plasma reforming. It is
possibly because carbon was produced in other forms of C2 hydro-
carbon species such as C2H4, C2H6 and C2H2 by Oxidative Coupling of
Methane (OCM) [66], in the initial phase of the reduction step when the
CL material is being reduced, which were not measured in the current
experiments. These species can also be formed in the gas phase plasma
by the recombination of plasma radicals such as CH3, CH2, and CH on
the catalyst surface or in the gas phase plasma. These undetected hy-
drocarbons may have contributed to the carbon balance deficit.

3.3. CLR with water splitting experiments-Oxidation step

Fig. 8 shows the temporal percentage H2 flow measured using the
QMS at the reactor exhaust, due to water splitting during the oxidation
step for different temperatures. Fig. 9 shows the integrated H2 produced
by H2O splitting at different temperatures for three different cases. No
water splitting was observed below ˜700 °C for case (a). For the case (b),
we observed H2O splitting at low temperatures (150–600 °C). For the
case (c), PC performance of the CL material deteriorated after cycling
the temperature at 1000 °C, with H2O splitting observed only above 500
°C. Again this is attributed to CL material structural changes which will
be explained in Section 3.4. The amount of H2 production is limited by

the oxygen carrying capacity of the OC and the extent of its reduction.
More OC mass and higher level of reduction during the reduction step
will give more H2.

The higher amount of H2 by water splitting with PC at all tem-
peratures, is the outcome of greater extent of material reduction due to
reactive plasma radicals produced during the reduction step such as the
CHx, H, CO by electron impact on CH4 and CO2. The oxidation of the CL
material can be more complete with H2O vapor in plasma due to
abundant O atoms produced by electron impact dissociation of H2O.
Without the plasma, for H2O/Ar flows, the fugacity of O2 [55] is less
than with O2/Ar flows. Therefore, the oxidation is less complete for
H2O/Ar flows without the plasma. For example, it has been previously
[3] found that water did not completely oxidize CeO2 (without plasma)
and another air flow step was required to completely oxidize CeO2 at all
temperatures. Time integrated number moles of CO+CO2 flowed
during oxidation step per integrated number of moles of CH4+CO2

flowed during reduction step is plotted in Fig. S8. The numbers are
within the range of 0.0002−0.0018. This means that there is less than
0.18% carbon deposition from the flow. There is a slight increase in
carbon deposition with plasma catalysis.

The thermodynamic equilibrium calculations for the reactant mix-
ture of H2O=10% and Ar=90% was performed using CANTERA
MATLAB [63] Equilibrium code from 1200 to 3000 °C. The equilibrium
concentration of H2 is plotted against temperature in Fig. S9. Below
˜1500 °C, there is no formation of H2. Atsushi Tsutsumi [67] did
equilibrium calculations for pure H2O and showed formation of H2 only
above temperatures of ˜2000 °C. Therefore, we find that plasma cata-
lysis is useful in enhancing H2 production at very low temperatures.

Fig. 7. Estimated carbon balance for the experiments at different temperatures.
(Figure to be in one column).

Fig. 8. Measured percentage H2 flow in the exhaust in temperature range (a) 150–400 °C (b) 600–1000 °C. (Figure to be in one column, one below the other, color
lines see only in the online version).

Fig. 9. Integrated H2 production during as a function of temperature, with and
without plasma. The change in performance during increase and decrease in
temperature is also shown.
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In Fig. 9 the calculated change in delta in CeO2-δ is shown for the
oxidation step at different temperatures for the PC case with increasing
temperature. This is calculated by dividing the total number of moles of
hydrogen formed during the oxidation step by the total number of
moles of ceria used in the experiment. The range of change in delta is
0.008−0.09. At 700 °C, the change in delta for the material ceria is
0.028. Zhao et al. [68] reported a non-stoichiometry increase of 0.03 at
700 °C and 0.20 at 1000 °C using water during the oxidation step while
using H2/Ar as fuel during the reduction step. After the oxidation step,
the material was oxidized with 1% O2 (balance Argon) and no further
oxidation was found. Our lower values are possibly because of lesser
extent of reduction due to the higher fugacity of O2 in the CH4/CO2

flow compared to H2/Ar flow [55].

3.4. CL material characterization

SEM images (Fig. 10) show the size of all particles to be in the range
100–200 nm, before and after redox cycling. No changes in particle size
were observed after the CLR cycling up to 1000 °C for 50 cycles, as seen
from the SEM images. The BET surface area of fresh La0.9Ce0.1NiO3-
CeO2 sample was 10.54m2/g.

The XRD patterns of the fresh CL materials, after 50 CLR cycles at
1000 °C and at 400 °C are shown in Fig. 11. The shown CL material
cycled at 400 °C was not subjected to temperatures above 400 °C. Slight
changes in the XRD patterns for the CL materials are seen, due to phase
separation of Ni from the La0.9 Ce0.1 NiO3 perovskite. There are signs of
formation of oxides such as La4Ni3O10 in fresh CL material. After ex-
periments at 1000 °C, the same material changes to La2O3 and La2NiO4.
The XRD patterns after 400 °C cycling showed very less differences in
comparison to the fresh CL material. The EDS 2D mapping of the

materials (Fig. 12) also revealed slight separation of Ni as NiO. This
may be the reason for the different PC behavior of the material during
temperature ramp up and ramp down, as will be explained in the fol-
lowing sections. The change in material structure is expected to be
lower for low temperature operation (150–500 ℃).

3.5. Efficiency

Energy conversion efficiency(ECE) is reported by the Tao et al. [69]
as a good indicator for understanding the efficiency of plasma re-
forming process. We calculated the ECE as the ratio of Lower Heating
Value (LHV) of syngas produced in the reforming divided by the input
power as in Eq. (10). It is desirable to have higher ECE.

=
+

+ +
ECE η

n LHV M n LHV M
n C LHV M P P

( )
( ˙ ¯ ˙ ¯ )

( ˙ ¯ )
CO CO CO H H H

CH in CH CH CH plasma reac,

2 2 2

4 4 4 4 (10)

ṅCO and ṅH2 are the molar outflow rates of CO and H2, respectively,
M̄CO, M̄CH4 and M̄H2 are the molar masses of CO, CH4 and H2, respec-
tively, ṅCH in,4 is the molar inflow rate of CH4, CCH4 is the measured
steady state CH4 conversion fraction. LHVX is the LHV of species X,

=P W6plasma , is the measured plasma input power, Preac is the power
required to heat the gas to the reactor inlet temperature. ECE calculated
for the PC case (b) with increasing temperature is shown in Fig. 6a.
With the increase in temperature, the ECE reaches an optimum high of
81.5% at 400 °C. Similarly, the ECE was calculated for the case (a) with
only CL material and no plasma power and shown in Fig. 6a. The ECE is
in the range of 0–68.2 % from 500 to 1000 °C, with cross over between
the two cases at ˜700 °C. While Case (b) shows higher overall ECE
(81.5% at 400 °C), case (a) leads to complete CH4 conversion for tem-
peratures> 900 °C without plasma with ˜68.2% ECE.

4. Conclusions

Plasma-catalysis Ni-based Perovskite mixed with ceria powder was
experimented for chemical looping reforming step coupled with water
splitting step in the temperature range 150 °C to 1000 °C. Experiments
were conducted with and without plasma, during temperature ramp up
and ramp down. Without plasma, the redox reactions were observed for
temperatures> 700 °C. However, with PC synergy substantial reactions
and yield was observed in 150–400 °C temperature range.
Enhancements in yield and reactivity were also observed above 400 °C
for the temperature ramp up PC experiments (case (b)). The study
showed significant CH4 and CO2 conversion at 150 °C and enhance-
ments at higher temperatures during temperature ramp up (case (b)).
H2 production by water splitting was observed with PC in 150–400 °C
temperature range during temperature ramp up (case(b)). The con-
version and yield decreased during the temperature ramp down from
1000 °C (case (c)). This is due to slight change in material structure at
high temperature as verified by SEM and XRD images. Observed PC
synergy implies efficiency improvement and many reactor construction
advantages from lab scale to real time applications. For example, for the

Fig. 10. LCN91Ce before (left) and after (right) experiment.

Fig. 11. XRD patterns of samples as it is and after experiments (AE) at 1000 °C
and 400 °C.
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same amount of H2 production through PC water splitting at 300 °C
would require ˜ 750 °C without plasma. The required power to run the
plasma in this temperature range is only 2–6W. More efficient surface
plasma discharges could be developed for real applications. The
breakdown voltages of plasma are higher at higher pressures as defined
by the Paschen curve. The breakdown is a function of both temperature
and pressure, through the non-dimensional variable E/N, where E is
electric field and N is concentration of neutral [70]. By applying high-
pressure (in the range of 0.5–15MPa) plasma hydrocarbon synthesis
from syngas is reported in the literature [71]. We expect similar en-
hancement at higher pressures. We can achieve the required E/N values
by modifying the surface plasma, plasma frequency, and peak voltages
[36]. Thus, PC can enhance reactions at lower temperatures efficiently,
while maintaining the integrity of materials over long hours. We find
better advantages of PC at lower temperatures, reaching an optimum
value at ˜400 °C.

Many industries (power plants, oil companies etc.) have waste heat
or renewable energy available in the temperature range 150–400 °C.
The exhaust from power plants containing CO2 can be used along with
CH4 to produce H2 as demonstrated in this study. Although the con-
version of CO2 (14–43%) is not close to 100%, the authors think this is a
considerable step towards usage of the CO2. Examples of practical usage
of such amounts of CO2 conversion (14–43%) can be in stabilization of
gas turbine combustion and development of solar-hybrid power plants
[72]. The smaller amounts of syngas produced in our study at low
temperatures can stabilize combustion, reduce NOx emissions, improve
efficiency and reduce acoustic noise in industrial burners [73,74] and
gas turbines [75] while using lean mixtures of CH4 mixed with syngas.
Solar reactors can use feedstock CH4+CO2 to generate chemicals such
as H2 which could be used for fuel cells. More advanced nano-materials
for higher conversion of CH4+ CO2 to syngas will be the subject of
future studies.
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